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QUESTION 1

Which two statements are true about an Oracle database? 

A. A table can have multiple primary keys. 

B. A table can have multiple foreign keys. 

C. A NUMBER column without data has a zero value. 

D. A column definition can specify multiple data types. 

E. A VARCHAR2 column without data has a NULL value. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 2

Examine the structure of the INVOICE table. 

Which two SQL statements would execute successfully? 

A. SELECT inv_no, NVL2(inv_date, \\'Pending\\', \\'Incomplete\\') FROM invoice; 

B. SELECT inv_no, NVL2(inv_amt, inv_date, \\'Not Available\\') FROM invoice; 

C. SELECT inv_no, NVL2(inv_date, sysdate-inv_date, sysdate) FROM invoice; 

D. SELECT inv_no, NVL2(inv_amt, inv_amt*.25, \\'Not Available\\') FROM invoice; 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

View the Exhibit and examine the structure of the ORDER_ITEMS table. 



You must select the ORDER_ID of the order that has the highest total value among all the orders in the ORDER_ITEMS
table. 

Which query would produce the desired result? 

A. SELECT order_id FROM order_items GROUP BY order_id HAVING SUM(unit_price*quantity) = (SELECT
MAX(SUM(unit_price*quantity)) FROM order_items GROUP BY order_id); 

B. SELECT order_id FROM order_items WHERE(unit_price*quantity) = (SELECT MAX(unit_price*quantity) FROM
order_items) GROUP BY order_id; 

C. SELECT order_id FROM order_items WHERE(unit_price*quantity) = MAX(unit_price*quantity) GROUP BY order_id; 

D. SELECT order_id FROM order_items WHERE (unit_price*quantity) = (SELECT MAX(unit_price*quantity) FROM
order_items GROUP BY order_id) 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Which three are true about system and object privileges 

A. WITH GRANT OPTION can be used when granting an object privilege to both users and roles 

B. WITH GRANT OPTION cannot be used when granting an object privilege to PUBLIC 



C. Revoking a system privilege that was granted with the WITH ADMIN OPTION has a cascading effect. 

D. Revoking an object privilege that was granted with the WITH GRANT OPTION clause has a cascading effect 

E. Adding a primary key constraint to an existing table in another schema requires a system privilege 

F. Adding a foreign key constraint pointing to a table in another schema requires the REFERENCEs object privilege 

Correct Answer: DEF 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two statements are true about * _TABLES views? 

A. You must have ANY TABLE system privileges, or be granted object privilges on the table, to viewa tabl e in DBA
TABLES. 

B. USER TABLES displays all tables owned by the current user. 

C. You must have ANY TABLE system privileges, or be granted object privileges on the table, to view a table in
USER_TABLES. 

D. ALL TABLES displays all tables owned by the current user. 

E. You must have ANY TABLE system privileges, or be granted object privileges on the table, to view a table in
ALL_TABLES. 

F. All users can query DBA_TABLES successfully. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 6

View the Exhibit and examine the structure of the CUSTOMERS table. 



Using the CUSTOMERS table, you must generate a report that displays a credit limit increase of 15% for all customers. 

Customers with no credit limit should have "Not Available" displayed. 

Which SQL statement would produce the required result? 

A. SELECT NVL(TO_CHAR(cust_credit_limit*.15), `Not Available\\') "NEW CREDIT" FROM customers; 

B. SELECT TO_CHAR(NVL(cust_credit_limit*.15, `Not Available\\')) "NEW CREDIT" FROM customers; 

C. SELECT NVL(cust_credit_limit*.15, `Not Available\\') "NEW CREDIT" FROM customers; 

D. SELECT NVL(cust_credit_limit, `Not Available\\')*.15 "NEW CREDIT" FROM customers; 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7

Which three actions can you perform by using the ORACLE DATAPUMP access driver? 

A. Create a directory object for an external table. 

B. Read data from an external table and load it into a table in the database. 

C. Query data from an external table. 

D. Create a directory object for a flat file. 



E. Execute DML statements on an external table. 

F. Read data from a table in the database and insert it into an external table. 

Correct Answer: BCF 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Which normal form is a table in if it has no multi-valued attributes and no partial dependencies? 

A. second normal form 

B. first normal form 

C. third normal form 

D. fourth normal form 

Correct Answer: A 

References: https://blog.udemy.com/database-normal-forms/ 

 

QUESTION 9

What is true about non-equijoin statement performance? 

A. The between condition always performs less well than using the >= and = and
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